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IHMM Launches Credential to Help Servicemen and Women

Transitioning from the Military to Civilian Life Can be a Challenge, Made Easier by the IHMM Associate Hazardous Materials Manager® [AHMM®]

Rockville, Maryland. (May 31, 2023) - IHMM is pleased to announce the launch of its Associate Hazardous Materials Manager® [AHMM®] credential, an early-career certification for professionals with less than three [3] years of experience but who have gained that experience in a military occupation that likely transfers to civilian jobs.

Each year more than 250,000 servicemen and women muster out of the U.S. armed forces, many of who have no degree but have valuable experience in handling hazardous materials. IHMM’s AHMM credential recognizes this critically important military experience and gives a tremendous advantage to those who hold the AHMM in their transition to civilian life.

Learn more about the IHMM Associate Hazardous Materials Manager® [AHMM®] credential by going to https://ihmm.org/ahmm/

About IHMM

Founded in 1984, the Institute of Hazardous Materials Management (IHMM), is a not-for-profit organization. IHMM has been protecting the environment and the public’s health, safety, and security through the creation of credentials recognizing professionals who have demonstrated a high level of knowledge, expertise, and excellence in the management of hazardous materials, dangerous goods transportation, environmental protection, health, and safety. For more information, visit www.ihmm.org
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